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TO THE EFFECT OF CHANGJNG THE SOLAR CONSTANT 
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El modelo termodinámico del autor se aplica para estudiar el efecto de cambios en la cons
tante solar en el clima terrestre. Se usan pasos de tiempo de un mes que toman en cuenta las va
riaciones estacionales de la insolación. las extensiones horizontales de una cubierta de nubes y 
otra de hielo y nieve se incluyen como variables. Después de 4 ó S aftos de integración de las 
ecuaciones, se obtiene la solución estacionaria que se usa para evaluar el efecto de los cambios 
en la constante olar. 

Según los cálculos del modelo, una disminución de 2 por ciento en la constante solar pro
duce anomalías negativas en la superficie que son mayores en JUlio que en enero. Ll efecto 
de la distribución de continentes y océanos aparece en la solución, especialmente en julio. 
Las anomalías mayores se obtienen en julio sobre los continentes y alcanzan valores de ·5.1 
grados Celsius en una latitud de 30° en América y de ~.0 arados en una latitud de 20° en 
Asia. Los valores zonalmente promediados de la disminución de la temperatura en la super
ficie debida a una disminución en la constante solar de 2 por ciento, en julio varía de 2.3° 
en latitudes bajas a 1.0° en latitudes altas. y en enero de l . 7° en latitudes b-.ías a 0.5° en 
latitudes altas. Además, se demuestra que una disminución de 2 ó 4 por ciento en la cons
tante solar no produce un aumento significativo en la extensión de la cubierta de hielo y nie
ve. Las anomalías en la cubierta de nubes que aparecen debido a la disminución en la cons
tante solar, tienen una influencia fuerte en la disminución de la temperatura en la superficie, 
1'Specialmente en latitudes bajas. Las soluciones muestran que es esencial en todo modelo cli
mático incluir la cubierta de nubes como variable. 

El promedio anual ca.lculado del cambio de la temperatura en la superficie debido a una 
disminución de uno por ciento es igual a O. 7° C. Se hace una comparación de este vaJor con 
los obtenido por otros autores. 

• Centro de Ciencias de lo Atmósfera y Foculrod de Ciencú11, Universidad Nocíonol Aut6notM 
de M~xlco. México 20, D.F. 
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ABSTRACT 

The author's thermodynamic model is applied to study the effect of changes in the solar con
stan! on the climate of the Earth. Time steps of one month are used which take into account 
seasonal variations of the insolation. The horizontal extent of snO\~·ice and cloud covers are 
included as variables. After 4 or 5 years of integration the solution reaches a steady state, which 
is the one used to evaluatc the effect of the changes in the solar constan t. 

According to the computations, a decrease of 2 percent in the present solar constant pro
duces negative anomalies in the surface temperature, which are stronger in July than in January. 
The effect of the distribution of continents and oceans appears in the solution, especially in 
July. The largest anomalies are obtained in July over the continents reaching values of -5.1 de
grees Celsius at latitude 30° over America and -6 .0 degrees at latitude 20° over Asia. The zonal
ly averaged values of the decrease of surface temperature due to a decrease of 2 percent in the 
solar constant, in July varying from 2.3° e in lower latitudes to 1.0° e in higher latitudes, and 
in January varying from 1.7° in lower latitudes to 0.5° C in higher latitude~. Furthermore, 
it is shown that a decrease of 2 or 4 percent in the so lar constan! does not produce a su bstan
tial increase in the position of the snow and ice boundary. The anomalies in the cloud cover, 
that appear dueto the decrcase in the solar constant, have a strong influence in the surface tem
perature decrease especially in lower latitudes. The solutions show that it is e.ssential in any 
climate model to include cloudiness as a variable. 

The computed annual average value of the change in the surface temperature due to a de· 
crease of one percent is equal to 0.7° C. A comparison with thc results obtained by other au
thors and models is carried out. 

INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation of the sensitivity of clima te to clima tic forcing has been one of the 
important applications of mathematical models, and the number of papers that 
have been published on the subject using all types of models, from the simplest to 
the most sophysticated ones, is very large, so that comparison of results using the 
same change in climate forcing, but different model has become inctispensable, and 
has been useful to understand the importance of physical processes as well as of 
the modeUing approach used to simulate climate. 

Using a thermodynamic approach the author in the early sixties developed 3 

time averaged model for predicting mean anomalies of the temperature , the precip· 
itation and associated heating functions and circulations (Adem, 1962, I96J, 
1964a, 1964 b, 1965 a, 1965 b). 

The basic idea behind the model is to use the thermodynamic energy equation 
applied to the atmosphere · ocean · continent system as the forecasting equations. 
The other equations are used diagnostically together with parameterizations for the 
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heating fu nctions so that aJJ the variables are expressed as functions of the surface 
temperature and the mean atmospheric temperature . 

A seco nd essentiaJ assumption is the use of an exchange coefficient of the a rder 
of 3 x 1 O 1 O cm 2 sec· 1 for the horizontal turbulent transport of heat in the atmo
sphere and one of the order of 3 x 1 os cm2 sec·1 for the transport in the ocean. 

Most of the previous applications of the model ha ve deaJt with the computation 
of anomalies of temperature, heatjng functions and circulations in the atmosphere 
and oceans fo r a period of a month, with the specific purpose of using the results 
for monthly weather prediction as weJJ as for predicting ocean temperature anom
alies for a month in advance (Adem, 1964 a, 1965 b, 1970 a, 1970 b, 1975). 

Applications for paleoclimatic studies have been carried out by Shaw and Donn 
(1968 , 1971) and Donn and Shaw (1975, 1977) who, using an earlier version of 
the present model , iterated it for severaJ years, reaching a stable solution after 
the second year. 

The effect of changing sorne of the clima te parameters for a period of a month 
has been carried out by the a u thor (Adem 1964 a, 1964 b, 1970 b, 1974). The pre
sent work is a direct extension of the above mentioned studies. 

The purpose of the paper is to apply the la test version of the model in long term 
integrations, introducing a method for incorporating the change in the boundary of 
snow and ice as a variable, and iterating month by month the model severa! years 
until a stable solution is reached . The model will be applied to compute the effect 
on the clima te of the Earth due to changes in the solar constant, and a comparison 
with computations made by other authors and with other models will be made . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

The model {Adem, 1964 a, 1965 a, 1965 b) is formed by an atmospheric !ayer of 
about 1 O km high , which includes a cloud !ayer, an oceanic !ayer of 100 to 50 me
ters in depth and a continentallayer of negligible depth. 1t also includes a !ayer of 
ice and snow over the continents and oceans. 

lt is postulated that the simplest possible realistic model of climate includes as 
the basic prognostic equations those of conservation of thermaJ energy applied to 
the atmosphere-<>cean-<:ontinent system described above. 

Time averaging o f the variables of the order of a month is u sed ; and it is assum
ed that thc equations of hydrostatic equilibrium, perfect gas and the continuity 
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equation are valid for the time averaged variables. 

As mentioned above, a constant horizontal diffusion coefficient is used both 
for the atmospheric Jayer and for the oceanic one . 

The vertically integrated equation of thennal energy for the-atmospheric )ayer 
is the following (Adem, 1965 a): 

( 1) 

where v is the two.<fin1ensional horizontal gradient operator; T ~1 is the deviation 
of the mean atmospheric temperature from a constant value T m

0
, T m > r;n; 

Cy is the specific heat of air at constant volumc: 
0 

M = a 

H 1 p~ dz , AD 1 = Cv M a · \7 r:n , 
o 

H 

dz and b = S 'i1 p• dz 

o 

where H is the constan! height of lhe model atmosphere and p• is the density 
given by 

p• = 

g 

lr¡J 

p(l + ~_:1-) 
T01 ~ H/2 

T m = T m0 + r,;,, P is a flXed constant density at z = H, ~ is the constan! lapse 
rate u sed in the atmospheric )ayer, g is the acceleration of gravity, R is the gas 
cons~ant, v~1 is the horizontal component of the wind , p~ is the value of ~· 
obtarned by replacing T m by T mo ; and K is the horizontal austausch coefficrcnt 
for the atmosphere. 
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On the right si de o_f eq. ( 1 ), Er is the rate at which energy is added by radiation, 
c2 is the rate at wh1ch hcat is added by vertical turbulent transpon from the sur
face, and G5 is the rate at which heat is added by condensation ofwatervapor in 
the clouds. 

On the left side' CyOO ar:ntat is the local rate of change of thennal energy, and 
AD1 and cya0KV'2r:n are the advections of thennal energy by the mean wind 
and by horizontal eddies, respectively. The tenn cvKb ·V r:n will be neglccted . 

The equation for the ocean layer (Adem, 1970a) is: 

h S ( 
a r ' 
a t 

(2) 

wherc T5' = T5 T50 is the departure of the surface ocean temperature T5 • 

from a constant value T50 . T50 l!> T5 : Ps is a constant densit> and cs is the 
spccific hcat ; h is the depth of the layer: '"si 1s the hori10ntal velocity of the 
ocean currents; W is the vertical transpon ol heat at the bottom of the layer; 
K5 is the constan! austausch coefficient: Es is thc rate át \\hich energy is added 
by radiation: GJ is the rate at which sensible heat is given off to the atrnospherc 
by vertical turb~lent transpon; and G, is tht• rate at which the hcat is lost by 
cvaporatiOil . 1 he tcrm ho l's o t iS tlie local ratC of change uf thermal energy; 
hvsr . ilTs and hK5 v.:!Ts are thehori1ontal ratesoftransportofthemlalenergy 
by mean occan currcnts ami by turbulcnt eddi!!s. respective!}'. 

In thc continents. cq. (2) reduces tu: 

(2') 

Us ing parametcritations for Er. Es. G1. G3. G5, AD 1, Vsr and ~ the dif
fcrcnt componenb that appcar in ( 1) and (2) are expressed as fune11ons of Ts 
and T

111 
and ur of their first and sccond derivative with rcspect to the map co

ordinatcs ,. and 1- : and therefore the problem is reduced to solving two equa
tions wi th two unknowns. 

Thc paramctcrizations of the heating and transport components require the 
use of physical laws and conservation principies supplemented by observcd data, 
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so that the formulas u sed are semi-empirical (Clapp et al. , 1965). The same para
meterizations as in previous papers will be used (Adem, I965b, 1970a, 1970b). 

In the model used in this paper the following assumptions have been made: 

(a) For the atmospheric layer a prescribed constant lapse is used, and the 
density at the top of the atmospheric layer is also a prescribed constan t. 

(b) In equation (2) the horizontal transports of heat by the mean ocean cur
rents and by turbulent eddies are neglected, as well as the vertical transport at 
the bottom of the oceanic layer. 

(e) In equation (J ), aT ~/ at is replaced by (T.;, - T :np) 1 Át ; where T ¡np is 
the value of t.;, in the previous month and Át is the time interval, taken as a 
month. Similarly, at ~ 1 at in equation (2) is replaced by (T ~ - T ¿p) 1 ilt where 
T ¿p is the value of T s in the previous month, and Át is also taken as a month. 

Using the assumptions (b) and (e) equation (2) becomes linear algebraic in 
T ~ and Tm. Combining it with equation (1) yields the following elliptic differen· 
tial equation: 

K""2 T' + " a r:n F'" a r:n + F' T' - F 
v m F 1 a-;- + 1 a; 1 m - 2 

(3) 

where F ¡·, F j ',' F ~ and F2 are known functions of the map coordinates x and Y· 

INCORPORA TION OF THE SNOW AND ICE BOUNDARY AS A VARIABLE 

The snow and ice boundary is generated in the model by using the computed 
4.5° C surface isothem1, so that any point with a surface temperature equal to or 

below -4.5° C is defmed as being covered by snow and ice. 

This limit corresponds to the 50 % monthly frequency of snow on the ground 
obtained by Clapp (J 967). 

The method of generating the snow (and ice) boundary by coupling it toa com· 
puted surface isotherm was u sed by the author previously (Adem, 1965b ). 

Tile model is iterated with time steps of one month. The process includes sea· 
s~nal variations of solar radiation. In each time step the normal surface albedo as 
g•ven by Posey and Clapp (1 964) is u sed initially as in the previous studies. llle 
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predicted - 4.5° C surface isotherm is then used to compute the surface albedo. 
This intemally generated albedo, together with the other parameters computed in 
the first step, is again u sed to compute the surface temperature (as well as the other 
variables). This adjustment process is repeated until the difference of the computed 
temperatures (and surface albedos) for two consecutive computations is zero. This 
condition is usually satisfied after four or five iterations, and implies that in the 
solution the intemally generated snow (and ice) boundary, coupled to the -4.50 e 
computed surface isotherm has also reached a stable location. 

This iterative coupling between snow boundary and surface temperature is car
ried out for every time step both using the present solar constant and again using an 
anomaly in the solar constan t. These two stages will be called for short the "normal 
case'' and the "abnormal case". The rapid convergence of the solution is a mani· 
festation of stability in the existing feedback . The presence of snow decreases the 
surface temperatures. On the other hand, the decrease of temperature to values low
er than 4 .5° C perpetuates an existing snow cover. 

To carry out the above process, we need to add two more fields to the ones al· 
ready prescribed in the m o del: one of surface albedo without snow anywhere, and 
another with snow (and ice) over the entire Northem Hemisphere. Over the con ti· 
nents and oceans, the snow and ice boundary has been extended as far as the equa
tor and the corresponding surface albedo has been estimated in order to obtain 
ú1e second field. This simulates the effect of glaciation as far as the southemmost 
boundary of the present model. 

Over the oceans, we assume that a surface albedo of 55 % corresponds toan ice
covered surface for temperatures Jower than - 4.5o C. Over the contments, the 
best possible cstimates of albedo have been used, based mainJy on the work of 
Pose y and C'lapp ( 1964). 

TIME STEPS AND BOUNDARY CONDJTIONS 

In the experiments presented here the same approach will be followed as in pre· 
vious papers, namely the nonnaJ case is computed first and then the abnormal one. 
However, the new aspect introduced in this paper is the adjustment of the snow 
boundary in each time step (month) both for the normal and the abnonnal ~ase~, 
and the iterat ion with montJ1ly steps until an equilibrium steady state soluuon 15 

reached. 

The initial values for each time step are the mid-tropospheric temperature and 
the surface ocean temperature ofthe previous month . 
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Let the observed normal mid-tropospheric temperature and the observed normal 
surface temperature for the ¡th month be designated respectively by the symbols 
TmN¡

0
and T5Nio , and let TmN¡ and T5Ni be the computed normal values, and # 

T mi and T 51 the corresponding computed abnormal values. 

In the first step we use as initial values for both the normal and the abnormal 
cases the observed normal mid-tropospheric temperature (T m N. ) and the observ
ed normal surface ocean temperature (TsN . ). The only ruf/grence in the first 
month for the normal and the abnormal ca~s is that in the first case we use the 
prcsent normal insolation while in the abnormal case we use the same amount of 
insolation changed by a given percent. 

For the subsequent steps, two altematives or modifications of the initial condi
tions were used : 

1) T m N. and TsN. for the normal case; and T m¡ and T s¡ for the abnormal one. 
1 1 

2) Tm~ . and TsN · for the normal case; and TmN . + (Tm¡ TmN) and 
10 10 10 1 

TsN. + ( s1• TsN.) for the abnormal one. 
10 1 

Parallel cxperiments using these two altematives were carried out with a model 
with a ftxed snow boundary, with the monthly surface albedo given by Pose y and 
Clapp (1964). 

1 n the case of the ftxed snow boundary, both altematives yielded the same 
anomalies. This is expected dueto the linearity of the heating functions u sed in the 
model. However, the computed normals are much more realistic in the second al
temative than in the first one. 

Since the anomalies are the same for both cases, and realistic normal values are 
nceded to generate realistic normal snow boundaries, the second modification of 
inillal conditions was used in the experiments with the variable snow boundary 
model. 

At the boundary of the integration region only anomalies due to radiation 
processes are generated and anomalies due to other processes are taken equal to 
zero. This can be done bccause the radiation function is a linear function of tem· 
pcrature , which allows the temperature ano mal y to be computed algebraically. This 
anomaly can then be uscd to solve the eUiptic differential equation (3) for the in· 
tenor points of the integration region. Therefore, the boundary values vary through 
the integration. 
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The region of integration, the position of grid points and the method of integra
tion used, will be the same as in previous papers (Adem, 1964a). 

CLlMATIC FLUCTUATIONS DUETO A DECREASE OF TWO PERCENT 
IN THE SOLAR CONST ANT 

The effect of decreasing the solar constant by two percent has been computed, us
ing the model described above. The results are obtained as anomalies with respect 
to the present conditions. 

Figure 1 shows the corresponding computed surface temperature change for 
January and July in tenths of Celsius degrees. In both cases, the anomalies are nega
tive, and are stronger in July than in January. 

The effect of the distribution of continents and oceans appears in the solution, 
especially in July. The Jargest anomalies are obtained in July over the continents, 
reaching val u es of - 5.1 degrees Celsius at Jatitude 30° o ver Ame rica and -6.0 de
grees at latitude 200 over Asia. 

The solutions shown in figure 1 are obtained by starting the integration in the 
month of January and iterating severa) years with time steps of one month until 
the difference of the values for a given calendar month from one year to the next 
is less or equal to one tenth of a degree Celsius at every point of the integration 
region. A stable solution is obtained after 4 or 5 model years of integration. 

Fig. 2 shows the proftle of the solution for the surface temperature along the 
transpolar longitudes 1700 W . 1 oo E, for different periods of integration. 

The abscissa shows the Jatitude from the equator to the pole measured along 
170° W, and then from the pole to the equator mea su red a long 10° E. The ordin
ate shows ten times the negative of the anomaly of surface temperature. The first 
1 anuary month (short dashed Jine) has very weak anomalies, with values equal to 
or smaller than one tcnth of a degree; except in the contjnents. After four months, 
in April (long dashed Jine), the anomalies in crease to about 2 or 3 tenths of degrees 
Celsius in most regions, reaching values of about 3 or 4 tenth in the oceans and in 
the Antarctic, and 3 to 14 tenths in the continents. In July of the same first year 
(dotted line) the anomalies have values of 7 in the Pacific, JO in the Arctic and in
crease from 7 to 26 tenths of degrees in the continents. 

In October of the same first year of integration (continuous line) the values 
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are about the same as those of July in the Pacific, but are lower with respect to 
that month in the Arctic, where they are about 3; and have values of S in Europe 
and one in Africa. 

In January of the second year, after thirteen one-month time steps ( dotted dash
ed line), the anomalies are smaller than in July and October of the previous year. 
but larger than those for J anuary of the previous year. The difference between the 
two Januaries is about 3 tenths of a degree in the Pacific and Arctic; and about 
2 in Europe and Africa. 

From figure 2, it is evident that the seasonal variations in insolation and snow 
cover are very important to the solution. 

Figure 3 shows the negative of the anomalies of surface temperature for January 
along the same longitude line: for the first year, after one time step ( dotted dashed 
line); for the second year after 13 time steps (short dashed line); for the third year 
after 25 time steps (heavy long dashed line); for the fourth year after 37 time steps 
(dotted line); for the fifth year after 49 time steps (continuous line). From this 
figure , it appears that the solution for January approaches asymptotically a steady 
state solution after about 4 years of integration with one-month time steps. Similar 
behaviour of the solution exists for the other months of the year. 

lt is of interest to point out that the anomalies corresponding to a 2 percent de
crease of the solar constant for a time step of only one month ( dotted dashed line) 
is considerably smaller than that obtained when the solution reaches the steady 
state solution (dotted line) after 4 years of integration. This remarkable difference 
is due mainly to the large heat storage capacity of the oceans, which tends to pro· 
long the initial unperturbed conditions, and slows down the transition from the un· 
perturbed to the perturbed conditions. The case in which the change in solar con· 
stant operates only during one month was treated previously by the author (Adem, 
1974). 

Besides the anomalies of surface temperature, other anomalies generated ínter· 
nally in the model are those of the mid-tropospheric temperature (T m), the snow 
and ice boundary, the heat of condensation of water vapor in the clouds (Gs), the 
zonal and meridional components of the wind (u and v respectively), the horizon· 
tal adv~ction of heat by the mean wind and by transient eddies (AD 1 and TU 1' 

~espectlvely), the heat added by short and long wave radiation at the surface and 
m the atmosphere (Es and ET respectively), the heat lost by evaporation at the 
surface (G3), the turbulent vertical transport of sensible heat from the surface to 
the atmosphere (G2), thc horizontal extent of cloudiness (e) and the storage of 
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heat in the oceans (ST 2). In order to evaluate the complete effect of the decrease 
of solar constant in the earth's climate, the fmal equilibrium values of all the com
ponents of climate mentioned above shou1d be studied. 

Figure 4 shows the mid-tropospheric temperature change in tenths of eelsius de
grees for January and July. In both cases, the anomalies are negative and larger in 
lower than in higher latitudes. In January, they vary from - 1.5° e in latilude 1 so N 
lo 0.6° e al lhe North pole. The smallest value is - 0.4° e in Europe. In July, the 
negative anomalies vary from - 1.7° e at latitude 1 so N to - l.Oo e at the North 
pole. The largest values are in the Atlantic near the Florida Península ( - 2.3o e). 
The smallest value is - 0.8° C located at 2so N, 120o E. 

Figure S shows the change in the horizontal extent of cloud cover, in percent of 
lhe sky covered. The effect of the anomalies of cloud cover is especially important 
in the summer over the continents in latitudes below 40° N, where the surface tem
perature anomalies due to an increase in the anomalies of cloudiness reach values of 
about S0 e (see figure 1 ). 

Thc change in the heat of condensation of water vapor in the clouds for J anuary 
is given (in langleys per day) by multiplying the corresponding values in figure S by 
0.50; and for July by multiplying the corresponding values in figure 5 by 0.8S. This 
change is proportional to that of precipitation. Therefore , these results show that a 
2 % decrease in solar constan! produces an increase in precipitation in January, ex
cept in higher latitudes and o ver an extensive region of Asia. In July, the effect is 
also to increase the precipitation, except in a large area of the North Pacific and 
North Atlantic, where there is a decrease. At the North pole and in the eastem part 
of the Mediterranean Sea, there is also a decrease of precipitation. 

Due to limitation of space the figures showing the other components of climate 
cannot be presented here. However, some representative points, chosen arbitrarily, 
have been se lecled for which the values of the corresponding changes are given. 
Table 1 shows the values for points along the transpolar longitudes 100° W 
80° E, which, except for the pole, are continental points. Table 2 shows points in 
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, and some points in continents far away from those 
of table 1 and representative of the behaviour of the solution. 

From an analysis of tables 1 and 2 one can draw the following remarks: 

. l . The changes in c2, c3, Es and ET are Jarger in July than in January , and are, 
10 general, negatively correlated with € (and G5), especially in July. 
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2. The change in the zonal wind (u) is ofthe order of a few decimeters per ~ec
ond and it is an easterly wind over must of the integration area, with the Jargest 
values in Jower latitudes. The change in the meridional wind (v) is ofthe same order 
of magnitude than the zonal wind, with the largest values also in the lower Jati· 
tu des. 

3. The changes in the terms AD1 and TU 1 are of an order of magnitude compa· 
rabie to the other terms. The change in TU 1 is positively correlated with the change 
in cloudiness (e). 

4. The change in ST 2 is negative in July with most values from -S to - 10 lang· 
Jeys per day. In J anuary the corresponding val u es are positive and equal to about 
S langleys per day. 

S. From the above results it is evident that the solution depends in an importan! 
way on cloudiness. 

In order to be able to compare sorne of the results with those obtained with zon· 
ally averaged models, the zonally averaged values for January, April , July and Oc· 
tober, of the changes in surface temperature , and heat of condensation of water 
vapor in the clouds have been computed , and are shown in figures 6 and 7 respect· 
ively. The continuous lines are the val u es for January, the dotted !in es for April , 
the dashed~otted lines for july and the dashed lines for October. The anomalies 
of surface temperatures are always negative and increase towards Jower latitudes. 
For a given latitude, the largest anomalies are in July and the smallest in January. 
At the surface, in January the values are about - l.6o e from 90° N to 40° N, and 
increase to about - 1.7° e at latitude ¡so N. In July they vary from - 1.0° C at 
latitude 70° N to - 2.4° e at latitude ¡ so N. 

Figure 7 shows that the change of heat released by condensation of water vapor 
in the clouds is positive except for weak negative values in January from S0° N to 
90° N; in April from 70° N to 900 N; in July from 3so N to 50° N and from 70° 
to 90° N; and in October from 630 N to 900 N. The Jargest values are at Jower 
latitudes, the maxima being 5 Jangleys per day in October, 4 in July and 3 in 
April, all at latitud e 1S0 N; while in J anuary the maximum is 2 Jangleys per da y at 
20°N. 

As pointed out above , the anomalies of the horizontal extent of cloudiness are 
directly proportional to the anomalies of heat of condensation and are respon· 
sible for the large negative anomalies of temperature in Jower Jatit~des. 

Figure 8 shows the zonally averaged surface temperature change, for January 
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and July, corresponding to changes of the solar constant of + 2 %, - 2 %, - 4% 
and - 1 O %. The anomalies (with respect the present values) have the same sign 
as that of the anomalies of the solar constan t. The absolute values of the anomaJies 
are substantially larger in summer than in winter, and always increase towards lower 
latitudes. 

The computed hemispheric average sea leve! temperature change due to the 
2 % decrease in solar constan t is - 1.0 in January, - 1.2 in ApriJ , - 1.7 in July and 
- 1.3 in October, and the annuaJ average is - 1.3° C. The change due toa decrease in 
1 ~ would be approximately half of these vaJues. Therefore, one obtains in this 
case a change in the annuaJ sea leve! temperature of abou t - 0.7° C. 

ANOMALIES OF SNOW ANO ICE 

A decrcase of 2 percent in the solar constan! produces anomaJies in the extent 
of the snow boundary only during faJ I. For other seasons, no anomaJies appear in 
the snow. 

Figure 9 shows the case for October. The closed region around the pole is the 
snow cove r generated with the present solar constan!. The squares labeled 11 are 
those whe re there is an in crease of snow due to a de crease of 2 percent in the solar 
constant, corresponding to the experiment described above. 

lt is interesting to study the evolution of the snow boundary when the solar 
constan! continucs to decrease. For this purpose, experiments were carried out 
with decreases in the solar constant of 4 percent and 1 O percent. 

The regions labeled IV in figure 9 are those where there were the additionaJ in
creases in snow cover, besides those labeled 11 , and correspond to a decrease of 4 
percent in the solar constan t. 

The regions labeled X are those with an additionaJ increase in the snow cover, 
besides those labeled 11 and IV , and correspond to a de crease of 1 O percent in the 
solar constan t. 

Using the same labeling for the snow covered areas, figure JO shows the evolu
tion of the snow boundary for J anuary. 

Figures 9 and 1 O indica te that, for de creases of 1 to 4 %, no substantial dis
placement toward the south of the snow boundary occurs. With a decrease of 
1 O%, important anomalies of ice and snow appear. However, the addi tional snow 
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in winter and fall melts in summer. and does not produce a significantly different 
snow and ice regime than the present one. 

COMPARISON WITH RESULTS OF OTHER AUTHORS 

Other models have been applied to estímate t11e effect of changes in the solar 
constant on the clima te of the earth . 

Sellers (1969 , 1973) and Budyko ( 1969) using zonally ave raged thermodynamic 
models found that a decrease of 1% in solar radiation corresponds to a global de· 
crease of so e in surface temperature, which is not in agreement with the 0.70 e 
decrease obtained in the present computations. 

Due to the associated increase of ice cover, Sellers concluded that a decrease 
in solar constant by 2 to 5 % would be sufficient to initiate another ice age. 

Similar results were obtained by Budyko who found that a comparatively small 
decrease of radiation - only 1.0 to 1.5 % - is sufficient for the development of 
ice cover on the land and oceans reaching south to temperate latitudes in the north
em hemisphere. He also found that when radiation decreases by only 1 .6 %, tlle 
ice cover reaches a mean latitude of about soo N; after that , further decreases 
cause the snow line to start shifting rapidly towards lower latitudes down to tlle 
equator. At the same time, the planetary mean temperature drops sharply and 
reaches a value of severa! degrees below zero. On the other hand, the present re· 
sults show that a decrease of 2 or 4 % in tlle solar constant does not produce 
a substantial in crease in the position of the snow and ice boundary , and e ven a 
decrease as large as 10 % in the solar constant, which produces importan! anom· 
alíes in the ice covered regions of the Earth, does not produce a completely ice 
covered earth as obtained by Budyko with a much smaller decrease in solar radia· 
tion . 

Wetherald and Manabe {1975) have also carried out computations to evaluate 
the effect of changing tlle solar constant using a simplified general circulation 
model, witll a fixed cloud cover. 

. They also found that, contrary to Budyko's results, a decrease larger tllan 4% 
ts required to induce ice cap instability. They found , as in this study, that an in· 
crease ( decrease) of tlle solar constan t corresponds to an increase (de crease) of 
temperature. However, in contrast with tlle results of this paper, they found. as 
well as Budyko and Sellers, tllat the magnitude of the changes decreases toward 
lower latitudes. 
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They found that the annual average sea leve! temperature due to 1 % decrease of 
solar constan t is of 2. 1 o C. 

Manabc and Wetherald (1967) applying a radiative-convective equilibrium_ 
model had computed earlier an annual average decrease in the surface tempera
ture of 1.3° C due to a 1 % decrease in the solar constant, and the same authors 
(Wetherald and Manabe, 1975) using a version of the Rodgers and Walstaw (1966) 
radiation model which was modified by Stone and Manabe (1968), found a corre
sponding decrease in surface tempera tu re of - 1.1 o C. 

An interesting and novel approach is the one by Weare and Snell (1974) who 
proposed a diffuse thin cloud model structure, which couples the radiative pro
perties of the atmosphere to the surface temperature providing considerable nega
tive feedback . Application of this model to evaluate the change of surface temper
ature due to a change in solar constant, yielded a change in the mean surface tem
perature of 0 .7° C, corresponding to the J % decrease of the solar constant. 
This result is in agreement with the computed change using the model presented 
he re. 

Recently Temkin and Snell (1976) developed an annual, zonally averaged, 
steady-state hemispherical climatic model which incorporales the diffuse thin cloud 
tropospheric structure of Weare and Snell as a cloudiness feedback mechanism. 

Application of this model to the effect of changing the solar constan! yields a 
change of 1.0° C in the mean surface temperature , corresponding toa one percent 
decrease in the solar constan t. 

In Table 3, a summary is given of the results by the different authors and models 
mentioned above, regarding the change in surface temperature due to a decrease 
of 1 % in the solar constant. 

FINAL REMARKS ANO GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

From the analysis of tables 1 and 2 it is evident that it is essential to include cloudi
ness as a variable in any clima te model, and in the case of the model u sed in these 
experiments a better parameterization of this variable is required. 

The computations have shown that the zonally averaged values of the decrease 
of surface temperature due · to a decrease of the solar constant is larger in lo~er 
than in higher latitudes. This is due to the inclusion of a variable cloud cover wl11ch 
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has a strong influence in the surface temperature decrease, especially in lower lati
tudes. 

However, the boundary conditions which also vary through the integration and 
where only anomalies of radiation processes have been included (which also depend 
on the cloud anomalies) also determine to a large extent the values of the anom
alies in lower latitudes. 

The coupling of temperature with the snow-icc !ayer which is obtained with the 
procedure used in the model, described in section 3, is very weak. This is also one 
of the reasons of the relatively smaller changes of temperature in higher than in 
lower latitudes. Furthermore, Clapp (prívate communication), has pointed out to 
the author that the - 4.5° C isotherm used in the computations corresponds to the 
SO % probability of snow onJy with light monthly precipitation amounts (O to 
1 inch); and that a better average for all precipitation amounts is - 3.3° C to 
-2.8° C. Perhaps the choice of such a low temperature Jimit accounts for the rath
er small changes in our results when a variable snow boundary is introduced. 

1t has also been suggested by a reviewer that the use of the - 4.5° C to delineate 
ice cover over the oceans seems unrealistic, and that a value closer to 0° C would 
be preferable and might make a significan! difference in the results. 

Numerical experiments taking into account the above suggestions, as well as im
proved heating functions and a variety of boundary and initial condi tions are now 
being carried o u t. 

The purpose of this paper has been to show, as Shaw and Donn ( 1968, 1971) 
and Donn and Shaw (1975, 1977) have done already, the possibility of using this 
type of model, developed by the author for monthly predictions of temperature, 
in studies of clima tic flu ctuations. 

It is evident from the results obtained above that the model presented here is a 
useful and fruitful alternative to other models for sensitivity studies of climate. 

From the different results obtained as response of climate to changing the solar 
constant, it is clear that the answer to this question requires considerably more re
search, and the application of more rea!istic models, including the essential factors 
and processes in a correct way. The results reported he re should therefore be con· 
sidered of a very preliminary nature, and subject to possible improvements, when 
more advanced models become available. 
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APPENDIX 

Parameterizations used in the author's thennodynamic mode/ 

The parameterization of the rate at which energy is added by radiation in the 
atmosphere (ET) and at the surface (EJ is carried out assuming that the cloud !ayer 
and the surface of the Earth radiate as black bodies and that the clear atmosphere 
has a window for wave lengths between 8 and 13 microns (A de m, 1962). 

Furthermore, the Savino-t\ngstróm formula is used for the absorption of short 
wave radiation in the surface of the Earth. 

The resultan! formulas, linearized with respect to T m and T5, are of the type : 

(Al) 

E 8, , , (Q + q)o ( "'] ( ) s = 2 T m + 83 Ts + 86 + € 87 + 
1 

[ 1 - 1 - k,.. 1 - a (A2) 

where A'z, A3, A6, 0 3, D6, 82', 83, 86, 87 are constants; € is the cloud cover; 
a2 and b 3 functions of latitude and season; (Q + q)0 is the total radiation receiv
ed by the su rface with clear sky; k is a function oflatitude; 1 is the insolation and 
a the surface albedo (Adem, 1962, 1964a). 

For the rates at which heat is added to the atmosphere by vertical turbulent 
transport from the surface (G 2) and heat is lost by evaporation at the surface (G3), 
we use over the oceans the well known formulas: 

(A3) 

(A4) 

where ~ and K3 are constants, IV al is the ship-deck wind speed; T a is the srup
deck air temperature; e

5
(T 

5
) and es(T a) are the saturation vapor pressure cor

responding to the surface ocean temperature and the ship-deck air temperature, 
respectively; and U is the ship-deck air relative humidity. 

Another altemative is the use of the linearized approximate formulas deduced 
by Clapp et al. ( 1965), adequate for use in the simpler linearized versions of the 
model, which are the following: 
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(AS) 

(A6) 

where G3 , G2 N, T ~N and T ~N are the normal values of G3, G2, T ~ and 
T :n respeJtively; B is a constant; UN is the normal value of the surface relative 
humidity; and IVaN 1 is the normal surface wind speed. 

In the continents we use for G2 a similar fbrmula to that over the oceans and 
for G3 the formula 

(A7) 

where d 7 is a seasonal val u e of the map coordina tes and Es N is the normal value 
of E5 (Clapp et al., 1965). 

For the heat gained by condensation of water vapo r in the clouds (G5), we use 
the following empirical formula deduced al so by Clapp et al. ( 1965): 

( 
a r:n a Tm ) 

G5 =G5N+b(T:n - r :n ,)+d" --- - + 
ax ax 

e" ( a T~ _ a r:n ) (AS) 
ay ay 

where GsN is the normal seasonal value, and b, d and e are functions of x 
and y that vary with the season. 

For the horizontal wind we use the following formulas (Adem, 1970b ): 

u• = - _!. ( r• - (H - z) _g_ ) _!!_ 
rr R a Yt 

(A9) 

(A lO) 
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where u• and v• are the components along the x 1 and. y 1 axes respectively of 
the horizontal wind, the x 1 axis points to the east, the y 1 axis to the north, and 
the vertical z axis upward ; g is the acceleration of gravity, R the gas constant 
and f the Coriolis para meter; T = T m · ~H/2 is the temperature at the top of 
the atmospheric !ayer, where ~ is the constant lapse rate used in the model; and 
r• = T + IKH . Z) is the three dimensional temperature in the !ayer. 

For the advection by mean wind {AD1) we use the formula {Adem, 1970b): 

(Al!) 

, , T' ) - {Fs>oJ<Tm, mN 

where (F8)0 , (Fs)0 and (Fs)o are constants; and 

TNob= - ~(H - H7N ) + T¡ 
ob ob 

PN ob 
g Rtl 

= P7N {TN b / T 7N b) ob o o 

where H7Nob is the nonnal observed 700mb height. T7:-l ob the normal observ-
ed 700mb temperature and P7 , the 700mb pressure. 

ob 

The parameterization of the advection of heat by mean ocean currents is car
ried out using. for the total ocean curren! vs,-. th~ formula 

(Al2) 

where Vsw is the observed nonnal seasonal ocean curren!. V5 is the pure wind 
drift current, and v5N is the corresp~nding nom1al wind drift curren!. 

The components of the vector v
5 

are computed from the following formulas: 
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0.0126 
u5 = c1 ~~- (ua cos O+ Va sin O) (Al3) 

0.0126 v5= c1 (vacos O- ua sinO) 
.Jsin .p 

(Al4) 

where the directions of the coordinate axes are arbitrarily chosen; us and v5 are 
respectively the x and y components of the surface wind;.p is the latitude ; c1 
is a constant parameter, and O is the angle that me asures the direction of the vec
tor surface ocean current to the right of the surface wind direction. The detailed 
derivation of these formulas has been given elsewhere (Adem, 1970a) and is based 
on Ekman's formulas. 

In the present model the upwelling term will be taken as zero. 

The cloud cover is considered as a variable and is given by : 

(A JS) 

where e is the cloud cover, eN the nonnaJ cloud cover and 0 2 is an cmpirical 
constant (Clapp et al. , 1965). 

In the simplified version of the model used in the numerical experiments pre
sented in this paper only formulas (Al), (A2), (AS), (A6), (A 7), (A8), (A9), (Al O), 
(Al!) and (Al S) have been used . 
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Clima te 
Mrerican North Asian 

ccrnponent OOntinent Po le COntinent 

& 1rxP w 1exPw 1c:tP w ff:P E ~OE 
M:Jnth 20° N 35° N fi:P N 90° N ':Á)o N 25° N 

T, July - 23 -':Á) - 15 -12 -26 -20 
Jan. - 16 - 9 - 6 - 7 - 7 -10 

Tm July -16 -20 - 11 -12 -10 - 14 
Jan. -12 - 6 - 7 - 6 - 6 -1 5 

ll July - 7 - 2 o o o -10 
Jan. -10 - 3 - 1 o - 2 - 7 

July - 4 - 4 o o o o 
Jan. o o o o - 1 - 1 

AD¡ July 9 - 2 o o o o 
Jan. 10 - 1 - 1 o - 7 - S 

TI!¡ July o - 3 o - 3 o 20 
Jan. 10 6 - 2 1 5 - 5 

July 8 10 7 - 1 6 20 
Jan. 10 3 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 7 

G5 July 7 9 6 - 1 5 17 
Jan. 5 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 4 

G¡ July -10 - 2 - 3 o o -15 
Jan. - 3 - 1 1 1 1 o 

Gl July - 3 - 5 o o - 4 - 23 
Jan. -10 - 4 1 2 o o 

ST2 July o o o o o o 
Jan . o o o o o o 

E, July -10 - 7 - 2 o - 5 - 15 
Jan. - 8 - 3 1 2 o 4 

Er July -15 - 15 - 5 -35 - 5 - 2 
Jan. - 5 - 7 2 2 4 4 

Table 1. Values, at representative points along the transpolar longitudes JOOOW-80° E, of 
the changes of the components of clima te, computed in the model, due to a 2 • 
decrease in the solar constan t. T

5 
and T m are in tenths of 0C; u and v in dedmeters 

per second; € in percent of cloud cover, and AD¡, TU¡, Gs, G2, G3, ST2, 1:5 and 
l:.r in Langley per day. 
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Atlantic Pacific 
Clima te Ooean Ocean COntinent 

OCJI\lOIII!l'lt 
6~W 45° w 1300w 180° w ncP E 105~ E 2/:)oE 20° E • ftlnth 22° N 35° N 30~ 35° N 35° N 20 N 50° N JOO N 

Ta July - 7 -10 -10 -12 - 7 -so -14 -20 
Jan. -10 - 7 -10 - 8 - 8 -1 5 - 4 - 7 

Tm July -23 -17 -14 -1 6 -12 -11 - 10 -12 
Jan. -10 - 7 -10 - 8 - 9 -14 - 4 - 7 

u July o - 2 - 2 1 1 -10 - 1 - S 
Jan. - 8 - 2 - 2 2 - 2 - S o - 3 

V July o - 2 1 o - S 10 o o 
Jan. 1 o o o 2 1 o o 

AD¡ July o S - 1 - 1 -14 10 o - 4 
Jan. S - 3 - 1 - 1 10 1 o - 3 

ru. July -so -15 2 - 3 - S 15 o 7 
Jan. 22 5 -10 S 7 - 1 4 10 

~ July -37 -13 - 3 - 2 o 60 S S 
Jan. 10 2 S 2 S 2 o 5 

Cs July -31 -11 - 3 - 2 o 51 4 4 
Jan. 5 1 3 1 3 1 o 3 

c2 July 45 15 6 10 15 -30 - 4 - 5 
Jan. - 3 1 o S S - S 2 o 

e) July 35 16 9 13 7 - 30 - 1 3 
Jan. -25 - 8 - 8 - S - 8 -10 o -10 

ST2 July - 5 - 9 -10 - 7 - 1 o o o 
Jan. S S 2 S 1 o o o 

Ea July 90 JO 3 15 10 - 18 -10 -10 
Jan. -16 - 3 - S o -S - 2 2 - S 

E,- July S 5 3 S 3 -25 - S - S 
Jan. - 2 - 1 - 2 o - 3 o o - S 

Table 2. Values, at represen tative points in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and at sorne 
points in continents far away from those of Table 1, of the changes of the compo
nents of Oimate computed in the model, due to a 2 o¡. decrease in the solar con· 
stant, T5 and Tm are in tenths of °C; u and v in decimeters per second; e in per· 
cent of cloud cover, and ADJ, TU t. c5, c2, c3, ST2, Es and ~in Lang}eys per 
day. 
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~thor Year 
Ta!qlera~e 
change ( C) Type of roodel 

ax!ylco 1969 - 5.0 Zonally averaged therm::dynanic rnodels with 
a vertically integrated layer for the 

Sellers 1969, - 5 .0 atnr:l6phere-surface of the eart:h systan. 
1973 Fixed clo.xiiness. 

Manabe Radiative-oonvective 
& 1967 - 1.3 equilibrium mxlel 

Wetherald 

Manabe Radiative - oonvective 
& 1975 - 1.1 equilibrium mxlel , using 

Wetherald a::xigers~lalshaw radiatioo mxlel , 
mxlified by Stone & Manabe 

Manabe Sin¡>llfied general 
& 1975 - 2.1 Circulatioo fotXlel. Fixed 

Wetherald clc::uiiness. 

Weare One - dirrensiooal 
& 1974 - 0.7 glooal roodel with d.iffuse 

Snell clo.xiiness feedback. 

Temkin AnraJal zonally averaged 
& 1976 - 1.0 hemisP'Ieric mxlel , with 

Snell diffuse cloudiness feedback. 

Aden 1978 - 0 . 7 M:lnthly hanis¡;heric thel:m:ldynamic mxlel. 
One layer for the at:rrYJs¡:tlere and one for 
the oceans and continents . The horizontal 
extent of c l oudinesS is a variable. 

Table 3. Annual average sea leve! temperature change (0 C) due to 1 ~ decrease in the solar 
constant 
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Fig. l. Change in su rface temperature, in tenths ofCelsius degrees, for J anuary and July, due 
to a decrease of 2 percent in the solar constan t. 
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110• W- 10• E PROFILE 

111 YEAR JANUARY 
1" YEAR APRIL 
111 YEAR JULY 
1'1 YEAR OCTOBER 
2"'YEAR JANUARY 

zo 

~ 
• 
u 
• 
. ! 

• ~ 
4 

10 

" A e 1 , 1 e A" e T 1 e eONTINE NT 

Fig. 2. The negative of the anomalies of surface temperature, in tenths of Celsius degree.s, 
along the transpolar lonptudes 1700 W • 100 E, due toa decrease of two percent 111 

the solar constant, for different periods of intcgration. The short dashed line repre· 
sents the January values after a single time step of one month ; the long dashed 
line, the Aprü values after four months, the dotted Line, the July values after seven 
months; the dotted line, the July values after seven months, the continuous line, the 
October values after ten months and the dotted-dashed line represents the 1 anuary 
values after thirteen months. 
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tig. 3. The negative of the anomalies of surface temperature, in tenths of Celsius degrees, 
along the transpolar longítude 1 70° W - 10° E, due to a decrease of two percent in 
the solar constan t, for J anuary and for dífferent períods of integration. The dotted
dashed line represents the values after a single time step of one month; the short 
dashed line, the values after thirteen months; the long dashed line, after 25 months; 
the dotted line, after 37 months, and the contínuous line represents the values after 
49 months. 
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Fig. 4. Change in mid-tropospheric tempera tu re in J anuary and July, in tenths of CeLsius 
degrees, due to a decrease of 2 percent in the solar constan t. 
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Fi¡. S. Change in the cloud cover, in percent of the sky covered, for January and July due 
to a decreue of 2 percent in the solar constan t. The change in the heat of condensa
tlon of water vapor in the clouds for January is given, in Langleys per day, by the 
cloud change values multlplied by 0.5; and for July by the corresponding values 
multiplied by 0.85. 
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Fig. 6. Zonally averaged values of the change in the surface temperature, in tenths of degrees 
Celsius, dueto a decrease of 2 percent in the solar constan t. 
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Fig. 1 · Zonally averaged vaJues of the change in the heat of condensation of water vapor in 
the clouds, in tenths of Langleys per day, due toa decrease of 2 percent in the solar 

constan t. 
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Fig. 8. Zonally averaged values of surface tempera tu re change, in tenths of Celsius degrees, 

for J anuary and July , corresponding to changes of the solar constan! of + 2, - 2, - 4 
and - 1 O percent. 
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Snow and ice cover generated by the model in October, for different values of the 
solar constan t. The closed region aroun d the pole corresponds to present normal con
ditions; the squares labeled 11 are the increases due to a decrease of 2 percent in the 
present value; those labeled 11 and IV are the increases dueto a decrease of 4 percent; 
and those labeled 11, IV and X are the increases due to a decrease of 1 O percent. 
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Fig. 10. Snow and ice cover generated by the model in J anuary for different values of the 
solai constant. The closed region aiound the pole correspond to present normal con· 
ditíons; the squaies labeled IV m the in creases due to a decrease of 4 percent in the 
present value; and those labeled IV and X aJe the increases due to a decrease of 10 
percent. 
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